Mr. Boggs owns and operates Boggs’ Complete Dog Care Service. This industrious muskrat provides grooming and dog walking services and also offers specialized food and toys for different breeds of dogs. In order to meet customer demand, Mr. Boggs must keep track of which breeds of dogs are most popular. Mr. Boggs surveyed forty people who own one or more dogs and found that...

1. ___ people own basset hounds.
2. ___ people own rottweilers.
3. ___ more people own collies than rottweilers.
4. ___ more people own collies than poodles.
5. ___ people own Irish setters.
6. ___ fewer people own basset hounds than mixed breeds.
7. ___ more people own golden retrievers than rottweilers.
8. ___ people own golden retrievers.
9. ___ people own collies.
10. ___ people own dachshunds.

Now, use the Secret Coded Letter Values chart to decode each of your answers. Write the letters that go with your answers in order on the lines below. The first one has been done for you.

Why does my dog sit in a corner whenever the bell rings?

H ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___!